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Daisy Gingham Neutrals English Posters
What’s Included?

Comprehension Strategies
Decoding Strategies
Figurative Language
Posters
Parts of Speech
Phonics

Punctuation
Recount Posters
Synonym Posters
Text Type Posters
Writing Process
Writing Traits
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American & Australian spelling available

Resumiendo

usa tu propia
fuente/palabras

Editable versions for you to type in other languages

Decoding Strategy Posters:
2x headers to choose from!

 Editable version included!

Metáforas

Figurative Language Posters:
2x headers to choose from!

2 Versions Available: With & without images

1

 Without
images

2

Comprehension Posters:
3x headers to choose from!

type here

use your own
font/words

usa tu propia
fuente/palabras

Editable! Perfect for a bilingual classroom!

2 Versions Available: 

With
images

With Definition/Summary of the Decoding Strategy



Parts of Speech Posters:
2x headers to choose from!

2 Versions Available: With & without images

Verbos

usa tu propia
fuente/palabras

Editable! Perfect for a bilingual classroom!

Phonics Posters:

TYPE HERE TYPE HERE

TYPE HERE TYPE HERE

includes digraphs,
blends, long and

short vowel sounds

Editable versions for
you to type in your

own text!

Punctuation Posters: With a definition
and example

With alternative
option

+ Editable spares to
suit your needs!

TYPE HERE

use your ownfont/words



Recount Posters:

Synonym Posters: 11x stunning Synonym  Posters 

6x stunning Recount Posters 

Qué?

usa tu propia

fuente/palabras

Editable!
Perfect for
a bilingual
classroom!

Editable
versions

for you to
type in
other

languages

Bueno

usa tu propia
fuente/palabras



8x stunning Posters - with & Without images

Editable versions for you to type in other languages

Writing Process Posters:

Text Type Posters: Writing Traits Posters:
2x headers to choose from!

American & Australian spelling available
Voz

usa tu propia
fuente/palabras

7x Writing Traits Posters

American &
Australian spelling

available for
Information Reports

type here

use your own
font/words

Editable!
Choose your

own font!

2 Versions Available: With & without images Editable! Perfect for a bilingual classroom!

Revisando
usa tu propiafuente/palabras



Transform your classroom from drab to fab! 

Instant Digital Download

Low Prep - Print and Go!

Super simple to edit
and customize using
MS Powerpoint

Multiple design options
to suit your style

Various font choices or
choose your own!

Bilingual Classroom Friendly

Why  choose MJLL? 
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Free resources?

Meet Miss Jacobs
I’m Miss Jacobs (aka Miss Jacobs), and I’ve been an educator since 2010. Not long after I started teaching I also

started designing and creating classroom decor and educational printables from scratch. Why? 
Because the daggy old stuff just wasn’t cutting it!

I wanted to create a beautiful, functional and organized space that I felt excited to work in every day, and I wanted a
warm and welcoming environment where my students could build a positive relationship with learning.

And so, Miss Jacobs Little Learners was born.

Do you love

Sign up to the Miss Jacobs BFFs
to gain access to amazing

freebies, VIP first access to new
resources and discounts!

SIGN UP HERE!

"I help teachers from all over the
world, transform their

classrooms from drab to fab with
my stylish classroom decor and
modern educational resources".

Classroom Decor 
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Everything was neat, organized, and easy to use!
As a first year teacher, I was overwhelmed by
choosing a theme for my classroom, but this
bundle had everything I needed! Thank you!

- Julia T.

Can I give this 10 stars? These are so cute and useful. I get
compliments all the time from teachers and parents on how

adorable my room looks. LOVE IT!! - Natalie D.

This bundle includes so many resources I wanted for my classroom! It
is so pretty and easy to download, access, and print. 

- Madison M.

I loved this entire bundle. It had so many options within each
category and the quality of the graphics were fantastic. 

- Katrina K.

I love using the Miss Jacob's Little Learners decor packs! This is the second
one I have purchased and cannot wait to give my classroom a fresh new

theme for the new year!
- Teaching With Miss Sheehan
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Join 100,000s of teachers worldwide!
What teachers are saying...

I LOVE daisies so when I saw MJLL come out with
this bundle, I bought it so fast! I've been

prepping new labels and decor all summer and I
can't wait to get back in the classroom to put

everything up!
- Cyril Maei I.

SO BEAUTIFUL!!! I won't lie, neutrals are not my
thing and I was kinda upset when I saw the

Gingham Pastel, BUT it is absolutely beautiful
now that I'm seeing it in my room and I will
probably buy the pastel one for next school

year! - Mrs Karla Ileana
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THIS IS A DIGITAL
RESOURCE

Download instantly to
your computer after

purchasing. 

No shipping required.

PURCHASE DOWNLOAD PRINT
Once you’ve

purchased, you will
receive a download
notification email.

Download the PDF or
Editable PowerPoint file to
effortlessly customize for  

your classroom needs.

Print and transform
your classroom from

drab to fab!
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Love this resource???
You can find more resources, just like this in store!

WWW.MISSJACOBSLITTLELEARNERS.COM
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